The paper describes the global limiting behavior of Gaussian beta ensembles where the parameter β is allowed to vary with the matrix size n. In particular, we show that as n → ∞ with nβ → ∞, the empirical distribution converges weakly to the semicircle distribution, almost surely. The Gaussian fluctuation around the limit is then derived by a martingale approach.
Introduction
Gaussian beta ensembles, as a generalization of Gaussian Othogonal/Unitary/Symplectic Ensembles (GOE, GUE and GSE for short), were originally defined as the ensembles of real particles with the following joint density function p n,β (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) = 1 Z n,β |∆(λ)| β e − nβ 4
(λ 2 1 +···+λ 2 n ) , (β > 0).
Here ∆(λ) = i<j (λ j − λ i ) denotes the Vandermonde determinant and Z n,β is a normalizing constant. Gaussian beta ensembles belong to a class of general beta ensembles which is related to many fields of mathematics and physics such as random matrix theory, spectral theory, representation theory and quantum mechanics. Based on the explicit joint density, the semicircle law and a Gaussian fluctuation around the limit were established by a method which is applicable for a large class of beta ensembles [12] . Here the semicircle law means that the empirical distribution L n = n −1 (δ λ 1 + · · · + δ λn ), the probability measure which puts equal mass on each eigenvalue, converges weakly to the semicircle distribution, almost surely. More precisely, it means that for any bounded continuous function f , as n → ∞,
f (x) √ 4 − x 2 2π dx = sc, f almost surely, (2) with sc denoting the semicircle distribution, the probability measure on [−2, 2] with density (2π) −1 √ 4 − x 2 . Moreover, when the test function f is smooth enough, the following central limit theorem holds
where m n,f is non random and σ 2 f is a constant which does not depend on β and can be expressed as a quadratic functional of f , the notation" d →" denotes the convergence in distribution and N (µ, σ 2 ) denotes a Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 .
Gaussian beta ensembles are now realized as eigenvalues of symmetric tridiagonal matrices, called Jacobi matrices, with independent entries distributed according to a certain distribution. The model, which is based on tridiagonalizing the GOE or GUE, was introduced in [5] . Let T n,β be a symmetric tridiagonal matrix with independent (up to the symmetric constraint) entries distributed as , whereχ k denotes the distribution of the square root of the gamma distribution with parameters (k/2, 1). Then the eigenvalues of T n,β are distributed according to Gaussian beta ensembles. Spectrum properties of Gaussian beta ensembles have been intensively studied. Let us mention here some results for fixed β on three main regimes (global, local and edge regimes). Typical results in the global regime are the law of large numbers (2) and the central limit theorem (3) . Such results can be proved in several ways [6, 8, 12] . The local regime refers to the study of limiting behavior of eigenvalues near a fixed point E ∈ (−2, 2). Based on the tridiagonal matrix, the local statistics or bulk statistics is shown to converge to the Sine-β point process [18] . In the edge regime, the largest eigenvalue, under suitable scaling, converges to the Tracy-Widom-β distribution [14] .
The aim of this paper is to study the global regime of Gaussian beta ensembles when β varies with n. It turns out that the global limiting behavior is governed by the coupling parameter nβ. Indeed, on the one hand, the semicircle law holds as long as n → ∞ with nβ → ∞, which is the same as the case β being fixed. This result can be viewed as a direct consequence of the large deviation principle for the empirical distribution [2, Theorem 2.4]. On the other hand, when nβ stays bounded, the limiting behavior depends on the limit of the sequence {nβ}. Specifically, as n → ∞ with nβ → 2α ∈ (0, ∞), the empirical distribution converges to the limiting measure depending on α, called the probability measure of associated Hermite polynomials [1, 2, 9, 10] .
A natural question, of course, is about the fluctuation around the limit. Our main result gives the answer. Theorem 1.1. (i) As n → ∞ with nβ → ∞, the empirical distribution L n converges weakly to the semicircle distribution, almost surely.
(ii) Let f be a differentiable function with continuous derivative of polynomial growth. Then as n → ∞ with nβ → ∞,
where
For fixed β, the central limit theorem can be derived by analyzing the joint density [12] or by combinatorics arguments based on the tridiagonal matrix model [6] . These methods may also work for the case where β varies. However, instead of refining them, we will introduce an approach based on martingale theory. The approach is natural and straightforward because the entries of tridiagonal matrices are independent. Note that the martingale theory has been used to establish such type of central limit theorem for several models in random matrix theory (see [15] and the references therein).
Let us now explain the key idea of this paper. Let p be a polynomial of degree m > 0. Then the linear statistics with respect to p can be expressed as
Since T n,β is a tridiagonal matrix, p(T n,β )(j, j) depends only on entries near the (j, j) location. In particular, p(T n,β )(i, i) and p(T n,β )(j, j) are independent if |i − j| ≥ m. Thus, it should be easy to calculate the conditional expectation and a central limit theorem for such linear statistics could be derived from the martingale difference central limit theorem. To extend the central limit theorem to a certain class of differentiable functions, we use the Poincaré inequality which is derived from the joint density to bound the variance. Then the result follows by a standard argument.
For the sake of completeness, we mention here the global behavior of Gaussian beta ensembles in the regime that n → ∞ with nβ → 2α ∈ (0, ∞). Theorem 1.2 (cf. [9] ). (i) As n → ∞ with nβ → 2α ∈ (0, ∞), the empirical distribution L n converges weakly to the measure ν α , almost surely. Here the density of ν α is given by ν α (x) = √ αμ α ( √ αx) with
(ii) Let f be a differentiable function with continuous derivative of polynomial growth. Then as n → ∞ with nβ → 2α,
whereσ 2 f,α is a constant. It was shown in [2, 9] that the convergence of the empirical measure to a limit holds in probability. We strengthen it to the almost sure convergence in Lemma 2.4. Note that the martingale approach has already been used to derive the above central limit theorem. However, the proof in [9] relied on some estimates which hold only in the case nβ being bounded. In this paper, we generalize such martingale approach and make it easy to apply to general tridiagonal matrices with independent entries. For example, a central limit for general tridiagonal matrix models in [13] can also be proved by the approach here.
The paper is organized as follows. The proof of the semicircle law in case nβ → ∞ is given in Section 2. Section 3 deals with general tridiagonal matrices whose entries are independent. We give sufficient conditions under which a central limit theorem holds for the linear statistics of a polynomial test function. As an application of the general theory, Theorem 1.1(ii) is derived in Section 4. We end up with some remarks in Section 5.
The semicircle law
In this section, we show the almost sure convergence of the empirical distribution of Gaussian beta ensembles to a limit as n → ∞ with nβ → 2α ∈ (0, ∞].
Recall that
(independent identically distributed) random variables with standard Gaussian distribution and let {b i } n−1 i=1 be a sequence of independent random variables which is also independent of {ã i } such thatb 2 i has the gamma distribution with parameters ((n − i)β/2, 1). Then the diagonal {a i } n i=1 and the sub-diagonal
The following properties of the gamma distribution are useful for the next discussion.
Lemma 2.1. (i) Let X n be a sequence of gamma distributed random variables with param-
(ii) Let X be distributed as gamma distribution with parameters (α, 1). Then for any nonnegative interger k,
Let µ n be the spectral measure of T n,β , the measure defined by
Then the spectral measure µ n is supported on the eigenvalues with weights
where v 1 , . . . , v n are the corresponding normalized eigenvectors of T n,β . It is known that the weights {q 2 j } are independent of the eigenvalues and have the same distribution with the following random vector χ 2 β,1
is an i.i.d. sequence whose common distribution is the gamma distribution with parameters (
. That is to say, the weights {q 2 j } are distributed according to the Dirichlet distribution with parameters (β/2, . . . , β/2).
When n → ∞ with nβ → ∞, it follows directly from the asymptotic of the gamma distribution that the matrix T n,β converges entrywise to the free Jacobi matrix J f ree
namely, for any fixed i, as n → ∞ with nβ → ∞,
Note that the spectral measure of the free Jacobi matrix, the probability measure µ satisfying µ, x k = J k f ree (1, 1) for all k = 0, 1, . . . , is nothing but the semicircle distribution. Let p be a polynomial. Then µ n , p = p(T n,β )(1, 1) is a multivariate polynomial of some top-left entries. Therefore, in this regime, the sequence { µ n , p } converges to sc, p in probability and in L q for any q ∈ [1, ∞). Consequently, the spectral measure µ n converges weakly to the semicircle distribution, in probability. A rigorous proof of the above argument can be found in [8] .
In the regime where nβ → 2α ∈ (0, ∞), the matrix T n,β converges entrywise in distribution to the following infinite Jacobi matrices with independent entries
From which, we can deduce that for any polynomial p, the sequence E[ µ n , p ] converges to a finite limit. The limit turns out to coincide with ν α , p , where ν α is the probability measure defined in Theorem 1.2 (cf. [10] ). It is worth mentioning that the probability measure ν α is determined by moments. For Gaussian beta ensembles, since the weights {q 2 j } are independent of the eigenvalues, it follows that
Here we have used the fact that E[q 2 j ] = 1/n. Then we arrive at the following result for empirical distributions.
Here, for convenience, ν ∞ is used to denote the semicircle distribution.
The convergence of expectation plays a crucial role in establishing the following strong law of large numbers. Theorem 2.3. As n → ∞ with nβ → 2α ∈ (0, ∞], the empirical distribution of Gaussian beta ensembles converges weakly to ν α , almost surely.
Let P r be the set of all closed paths of length r starting at zero, w = (i 0 = 0, i 1 , . . . , i r = 0), satisfying |i l+1 − i l | ≤ 1, l = 0, 1, . . . , r − 1. For j ∈ N and w ∈ P r , let j + w denote the shifted path (j + i 0 , j + i 1 , . . . , j + i r ), which is a closed path of length r starting at j. A pathŵ is called admissible ifŵ = j + w ∈ j + P r with j + i l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, l = 0, 1, . . . , r. Then for each w ∈ P r , there are two indices k 1 = k 1 (w) and k 2 = k 2 (w) such that j + w is admissible for all
For an admissible path w = (i 0 , . . . , i r ), we define a random variable
Let i min = min l i l and i max = max l i l . Since w is a closed path in which each step can go at most 1, it follows that i max − i min ≤ r/2. Thus given i 0 = j, ξ w depends at most on
The rth moment of the empirical distribution L n can be written as
Here Tr(A) denotes the trace of a matrix A.
Observe that z i and z j are independent if |i − j| ≥ m. Thus we separate the following sum into m sums where each sum is a sum of independent random variables
Note that
where (j + P r ) * is the set of admissible paths of length r starting at j, which is a subset of j + P r . In particular, in the expression of p(T n,β )(j, j), the number of terms is bounded by a constant M which depends only on m. We write M = M (m) for short. In addition, for
Therefore, there is a constant C = C(p, ε) such that
Consequently, in the regime that n → ∞ with lim inf n→∞ nβ > 0,
From which, the convergence in probability of the empirical distribution to a limit follows. In order to show the almost sure convergence, we will calculate the fourth moment and show that they are summable. We begin with the following estimate
Since Z i is the sum of mean zero independent random variables, its fourth moment can be simplified as
which is bounded by (3C 2 n 2 i + Cn i ), where n i is the number of terms in Z i . Therefore, there is a constant
The above estimate is enough to prove the following strong law of large numbers.
Lemma 2.4. For any polynomial p, as n → ∞ with lim inf n→∞ nβ > 0,
Proof. Let β(n) be a sequence of positive real numbers with lim inf n→∞ nβ(n) > 0. Then the estimate (6) implies that
and thus,
The proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.4 imply that in the regime where nβ
for any polynomial p. Since the probability measure ν α is determined by moments, the almost sure convergence of the sequence of empirical distributions {L n } follows by a standard argument (see Appendix B in [9] , for example). The proof is complete.
The rest of this section is devoted to study the limiting behavior of the sequence of the variances Var[ L n , p ]. We will need it in establishing the central limit theorem. The following results show a further relation between the empirical distribution and the spectral measure. It is also an easy consequence of the aforementioned properties of the weights {q 2 j }.
Lemma 2.5. For any test function f , it holds that
Proof. Since {q 2 j } n j=1 has Dirichlet distribution with parameter (β/2, . . . , β/2), we have
In addition, the weights {q 2 j } are independent of the eigenvalues {λ j }. Then the rest of the proof follows by a direct calculation.
Note that the rth moment of the spectral measure µ n depends only on {a i , b i } 1≤i≤(r+1)/2 . Then by using moments of the gamma distribution, we will deduce the following expressions.
Lemma 2.6. (i)
The expectation of the rth moment of the spectral measure µ n can be expressed as follows
Here R r;k (β) is a polynomial in β of degree at most k.
(ii) For the product of two moments, it holds that
where Q r,s;k (β) is a polynomial in β of degree at most k.
Proof. A Motzkin path of length r is a path in P r which never goes below zero. Let M r be the set of all Motzkin paths of length r. For convenience, we shift the indices of the matrix T n,β by 1 for which indices start from 0. Then it is clear that
provided that n ≥ max{(r + 1)/2, (s + 1)/2}. However, by setting b n = 0, the above equalities hold and the following arguments work for any n ≥ 1. The case where r is odd or (r + s) is odd is trivial because any odd moment of a Gaussian distribution is zero. In the remaining, recall that
Then regard moments of b 2γ i as polynomials in x, the desired results easily follow.
Lemma 2.7. Let p be a polynomial of degree m. Then
where ℓ p;k (β) is a polynomial in β of degree at most k − 2.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.6 and the relation (7) that Var[ L n , p ] has the following form
with P p;k (β) being polynomial in β of degree at most k. Then the constant term should be zero because of the estimate (5). Next, observe that for fixed n, Var[ L n , p ] → 0 as β → ∞. Thus for any n,
where c k denotes the coefficient of β k in P p;k . Consequently, all coefficients c k are zero, which implies that the degree of P p;k is at most (k − 1). Finally, let n → ∞ with nβ → α ∈ (0, ∞), it also follows from the estimate (5) that
which then implies that P p;k (0) = 0 for all k. In particular, P p;1 ≡ 0. Combining all the facts, we deduce that P p;k (β) = βℓ p;k (β) with ℓ p;k (β) being a polynomial of degree at most (k − 2). The proof is complete.
Corollary 2.8. Let p be a polynomial of degree m. Then as n → ∞,
General Jacobi matrices with independent entries
Consider a sequence of Jacobi matrices
where for each n, the entries {a
are assumed to be independent. For simplicity, we omit the superscript (n) in formulae.
Let p be a polynomial of degree m. Based on the martingale difference central limit theorem, we will give some sufficient conditions under which a central limit theorem holds for the sequence
Define a filtration F k = σ(a i , b i : i = 1, . . . , k), k = 1, . . . , n and F 0 = {∅, Ω}. Let Lemma 3.1. Assume that there exists a sequence {v n } of positive numbers such that
where σ 2 is a positive constant, and that for each ε > 0,
Let Q m (n) be the set of all admissible paths of length at most m. Then S n is a linear combination of {ξ w } w∈Qm(n) . For fixed k, let
w .
Lemma 3.2. (i)
For any path w,
In particular, ∆ k (ξ w ) = 0, if α k = 0 and γ k = 0.
(ii) For two paths w andŵ,
Hereα k andγ k denote the corresponding quantities of the pathŵ.
Recall that for an admissible path w = (i 0 , i 1 , . . . , i r ) of length r, i max − i min ≤ r/2, where i min = min l i l and i max = max l i l . In addition, Lemma 3.2(i) implies that i min ≤ k ≤ i max , if ∆ k (ξ w ) = 0. Since Y k is a linear combination of ∆ k (ξ w ) over admissible paths of length at most m, it follows that Y k , and hence σ 2 k depends only on {a i , b i } k−m/2≤i≤k+m/2 . Note that Y k+x is just a shifted version of Y k by shifting the indices of a's and b's, if m ≤ k < k + x ≤ n − m. In particular, when {a i } and {b i } are i.i.d. sequences, then {Y k } and {σ 2 k } are stationary for m ≤ k ≤ n − m. In this case, the two conditions in Lemma 3.1 hold trivially with v n = n −1/2 under the assumption that all moments of a's and b's are finite. In non i.i.d. case, by observing that σ 2 k and σ 2 k ′ are independent when |k − k ′ | > m, we give the following useful criterions. Lemma 3.3. Assume that there exists a sequence of positive integers {v n } such that
where σ 2 p ≥ 0 is a constant; and that
, for all k = 1, . . . , n, where C > 0 and δ > 0 are constants not depending on n. Then
Proof. By conditional Jensen's inequality and the assumption (ii), it follows that
In addition recall that σ 2 k and σ 2
On the other hand, since
p in probability as n → ∞, which shows the condition (i) in Lemma 3.1. The condition (ii) in Lemma 3.1 also holds because
Thus, the desired central limit theorem follows. The proof is complete.
Here is the main result in this section.
Theorem 3.4. Let p be a polynomial of degree m. Let
Assume that there exists a sequence of positive integers {v n } such that
, for all admissible paths w ∈ Q m (n), for all k = 1, . . . , n, where C > 0 and δ > 0 are constants not depending on n. Then
Proof. It is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.3. Indeed, the assumption (i) just rephrases the condition (i) in that lemma. For given polynomial p of degree m, note that
with at most M terms, and |c w | ≤ L, where M and L are constants depending only on p. Then the condition (ii) in Lemma 3.3 immediately follows from the assumption (ii). The proof is complete.
Gaussian beta ensembles 4.1 A central limit theorem for polynomial test functions
By using a general theory developed in the previous section, we first derive a central limit theorem for linear statistics of polynomial test functions. Since the condition (i) in Theorem 3.4 has been established in Corollary 2.8, we only need to show the condition (ii). For this purpose, we will need the following property of the gamma distribution.
Lemma 4.1. Let X be distributed as gamma distribution with parameters (α, 1). Then for any positive integer r, the fourth central moment of X r , E[(X r − E[X r ]) 4 ], is a polynomial in α of degree at most (4r − 2). 4 ] is a polynomial in α of degree at most 4r. It will be an easy exercise to check that the coefficients of α 4r and α 4r−1 vanish.
Proof. It is clear that
for all paths w of length at most m and nβ ≥ ε.
Proof. Given m ∈ N and ε > 0, there exists a constant M = M (m, ε) such that for all i = 1, . . . , n, and all r ≤ 4m,
For a path w of length at most m, Lemma 3.2 implies that
Note that for r ≤ 4m,
Then using the inequality , ε) . Thus, the case where α > 0 becomes trivial. When α = 0, using Lemma 4.1, we also arrive at the desired result.
where σ 2 p ≥ 0 and σ 2 p,α ≥ 0 are the constants in Corollary 2.8.
By the explicit joint density of Gaussian beta ensembles, one can deduce the following Poincaré inequality [8] n 2 β Var[
for any differential function f with continuous derivative. The above inequality, together with the central limit theorem for polynomial test functions, implies a central limit theorem for differentiable functions whose derivative is continuous of polynomial growth (see Theorem 4.9 in [9] ). Moreover, in the regime that nβ → ∞, since the limit variance does not depend on β, its explicit formula was known [16, Theorem 3.5] . To summarize, we get the following result. 
Concluding remark
We have established a central limit theorem for the linear statistics of differentiable functions. For non-differentiable functions, we only have a few results. Let us mention here two examples.
(i) (log-determinant) The same argument as in [17] yields a central limit theorem for logdeterminants of Gaussian beta ensembles, that is, for fixed β > 0, as n → ∞, log | det(GβE n )| − In case of GOE and GUE (β = 1, 2), it is also known that the absolute value of the determinant is equal in distribution to a product of independent random variables, from which the above central limit theorem can be established in a different way. See [7] for more details. where β = 1, 2 corresponds to GOE and GUE, respectively. The proof for the GUE case is based on estimating the variance and a general central limit theorem for counting points in some region of determinantal point processes. The case GOE is deduced from GUE by interlacing formulae [4, 11] . However, the same problem for general β is still open. To the best of the author's knowledge, only a result for counting of positive eigenvalues was known [16, Theorem 3.12] .
